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Titanic’s silent distress signals
a new look at a minor mystery
by Paul Wilkinson
Several distress signals were fired from Titanic during her sinking. These socket
signals were small mortars, launched by a gunpowder charge equivalent to that
used in a 12-pound cannon [1]. They made very big bangs. Around the time that
the signals were fired, observers on Californian saw “white rockets” to the south,
but didn’t report hearing any explosions. One possible reason for this is that
Californian could have been a long way from Titanic (say 20 miles or more). Some
people have used the lack of sound as supporting evidence for this scenario. After
all, it was a clear, still night and intuitively you might expect sound to travel a
very long way in such conditions. The point of this article is to explain why this
isn’t the case, and show that the unusual conditions were actually rather poor for
transmitting sound.

"Her Last Hour"
Courtesy of Ken Marschall
To begin with, let’s look at how sound travels and how we perceive it. Suppose for
a moment there’s a point source of sound, like an explosion, and there’s nothing
in its way (no land or sea or other obstacles). Then as the sound spreads out, it’s
power drops as the square of the distance. So if observer A is ten times as far
away as observer B, the power of the sound wave at A will be only one-hundredth
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the power at B. It’s tempting to think that this explains it – after all observers on
Titanic would have been a few hundred metres away from the explosions whereas
those on Californian could have been a hundred times that far, a drop in power of
10,000 or so! But the human ear is an incredibly sensitive instrument: roughly
speaking, it can hear sounds a thousand billion times lower in power than the
loudest sound it can handle. To cope with this vast range, sounds are measured
on the decibel (dB) scale. This scale is logarithmic – this means that for every
decrease in sound power by a factor of 10, the sound volume drops by 10 dB. In
the above example, a factor of 10,000 drop in power gives a drop in volume of
only 40 dB. So why couldn’t Californian hear Titanic?
To answer the question, let’s look at the sound of a cannon being fired. The black
line in Figure 1 shows the audio spectrum (a graph of how loud the sound is at
different frequencies) of a cannon at a distance of 1 metre. Notice that the
maximum volume (at around 500 Hz) is 125 dB. I had to set this value because
the cannon I recorded was only a 2-pounder and was about 5 metres away when
it was fired. I chose 125 dB because sounds any louder than this are physically
painful, so it seems like a reasonable upper limit for someone firing a mortar from
a confined location. The values at all the other frequencies have had the same
relative adjustment. Let’s assume we have an observer 5 km away from explosion.
Due to the inverse-square rule, the power at all frequencies will decrease by
1/50002, giving a drop in volume of 74 dB. These volume levels are shown by the
red line.
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Audio spectra at 1 m and 5 km.

Next, we need to take account of sound absorption by the atmosphere. As sound
travels through air, some of its energy its absorbed. This happens more at higher
frequencies, which explains why sounds that have travelled some distance
become dull. Its effect is small over short distances, but can be much more
pronounced than the inverse-square rule at greater distances. A good estimate for
the effect is that the sound decreases by roughly (f 2 / 2) dB per km [2], where f is
the frequency of the sound in kHz. The green line in Figure 1 shows the volume
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levels after absorption has been accounted for. Notice the much bigger drop at
higher frequencies.
Finally we must introduce the sea surface into the model, so the sound won’t be
expanding as a perfect sphere around the explosion point. The sound of the
explosion would actually have travelled to an observer by two different paths (see
Figure 2). The first path is a straight line connecting the source of the sound to
the ear of the observer (shown as a green line), the second path (the red line)
bounces off the surface of the sea. Since the sea was so calm that night, the
sound waves would have reflected off it just like light reflects from a highly
polished mirror. When two waves meet, they interfere with each other – if the
trough of one wave meets the peak of the other they cancel out, this is called
destructive interference. Conversely, if the peaks and troughs of the two waves
Explosion

Figure 2.
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coincide, they reinforce each other, giving constructive interference. Interference is
important because, when the sound wave bounces off the sea, it gets a kick that
changes its peaks into troughs and vice versa (in physics this is known as a
boundary condition, and it happens because the air molecules can’t move
through the surface of the sea). Although the paths in Figure 2 look quite
different in length, when drawn to scale their lengths are almost the same. So
when they meet at the ear of the observer, the kick caused by the reflection
means they tend to interfere destructively and cancel each other out.
This effect is known as “Lloyd’s Mirror” (a more detailed description is in the
Appendix). It happens more strongly with increasing distance and lower
frequencies (actually high frequencies can interfere constructively and be
enhanced). The blue curve in Figure 1 includes the Lloyd’s Mirror effect and
represents a good guess as to how loud the signals would have been at 5 km.
Figure 3 shows the same calculations repeated for distances of 10, 15 and 20km.
In each case, the blue line shows the final volume levels after the inverse-square
rule, absorption and Lloyd’s Mirror effects are subtracted. At 15 km, the volume
is below 20 dB at all frequencies. This is the sound of a soft whisper. When you
consider that the sound would have taken 45 seconds to travel this far, you can
see how unlikely it is that it would be noticed. A distress signal is seen, attracting
the attention of an observer who listens but hears nothing. About 45 seconds
later, a sound as faint as a whisper and dulled by atmospheric absorption arrives.
Even if this sound could be made out above the ambient sounds of a ship at rest
in a loose ice field, do you think anyone would notice, or connect it with the
distress signal seen almost a minute before? I suspect that even at 10 km, where
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the sound would take 30 seconds to arrive and have a volume of 33 dB (7 dB
quieter than a library reading room), it still wouldn’t be noticed.
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Audio spectra at 10, 15 and 20 km.

In conclusion, I believe that the sound of the distress signals would certainly not
have been noticeable at a distance of 15 km (9.3 statute miles, 8.1 nautical miles)
and probably not at 10 km (6.2 statute miles, 5.4 nautical miles). There are other
physical effects which are harder to include (acoustic refraction which would
make the sounds louder, and acoustic shadow zones which would make them
quieter), but I believe that this simple model explains the important points.
Atmospheric absorption prevented the higher frequencies of the sound from
travelling very far. The lesser-known effect of Lloyd’s Mirror, caused by reflection
of the sound waves from an unusually calm sea, deadened the remaining sound
quite effectively.
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Editor’s Note
“Her Last Hour” by kind permission of Ken Marschall (©)
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Appendix
For technically minded readers, the path lengths taken by sound travelling
directly to an observer and by reflection from a curved surface are calculated as
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Figure 4.

Calculation of sound paths

follows. Figure 4 shows the curved surface of the Earth. Its radius is r = 6370 km,
h1 = 15 m is the height of the explosion above the surface (the signals were fired
from the bridge, which varied between 20 and 10 metres above the surface) and h2
= 13 m is the height above the surface of an observer on Californian. θ is the
angular separation of the ships (which were separated by a distance rθ ) and φ is
the angle of the reflection point. To find φ, we need to solve

(r − (r + h1 ) cos(φ ))(r + h2 ) sin(θ − φ ) = (r − (r + h2 ) cos(θ − φ ))(r + h1 ) sin(φ )
numerically. Once φ is known, the length of the reflected path is given by

lr = r 2 − 2(r + h1 )r cos(φ ) + (r + h1 ) 2 + r 2 − 2(r + h2 )r cos(θ − φ ) + (r + h2 ) 2 ,
and the length of the direct path is

ld = (r + h1 ) 2 − 2(r + h1 )(r + h2 ) cos(θ ) + (r + h2 ) 2 .
The difference between the two paths is ∆ = lr – ld, and the phase difference
(including the π change of phase on reflection) is (1-2∆f/c)π, where f and c are the
frequency and speed of the sound. Once the phase difference is known the
magnitude of the interference effect and the change in volume can be calculated.
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